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Abstract
This paper describes the Mandarin–English Information (MEI) project, where we investigated the problem of
cross-language spoken document retrieval (CL-SDR), and developed one of the ﬁrst English–Chinese CL-SDR
systems. Our system accepts an entire English news story (text) as query, and retrieves relevant Chinese broadcast
news stories (audio) from the document collection. Hence, this is a cross-language and cross-media retrieval task.
We applied a multi-scale approach to our problem, which uniﬁes the use of phrases, words and subwords in
retrieval. The English queries are translated into Chinese by means of a dictionary-based approach, where we
have integrated phrase-based translation with word-by-word translation. Untranslatable named entities are
transliterated by a novel subword translation technique. The multi-scale approach can be divided into three
subtasks – multi-scale query formulation, multi-scale audio indexing (by speech recognition) and multi-scale
retrieval. Experimental results demonstrate that the use of phrase-based translation and subword translation
gave performance gains, and multi-scale retrieval outperforms word-based retrieval.
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1. Introduction
Mandarin–English Information (MEI) is one of the ﬁrst English–Chinese cross-language
spoken document retrieval (CL-SDR) systems. Our objective is to develop technologies for crosslanguage and cross-media information retrieval, and our system can use an English text query to
search for related Chinese audio documents. Massive quantities of audio and multimedia content
are becoming increasingly available in the global information infrastructure. For example,
www.real.com in mid-March 2001 listed over 2500 Internet-accessible radio and television stations. Of these, over a third were broadcasting in languages other than English. Monolingual
speech retrieval is now practical, as evidenced by services such as SpeechBot, 1 and it is clear that
there is a potential demand for CL-SDR if eﬀective techniques can be developed. Since English
and Mandarin Chinese are projected to be the two predominant languages of the Internet user
population, 2 we have selected this language pair in our investigation of cross-language spoken
document retrieval techniques. Such techniques enable the user to retrieve personally relevant
content on demand, and across the barriers of language and media. Possible applications of this
work include audio and video browsing, automated routing of information, and automatically
alerting the user when special events occur.
The MEI task involves the use of an entire English newswire story (text) as query, to retrieve
relevant Mandarin Chinese 3 radio broadcast news stories (audio) in the document collection.
Such a retrieval context is termed query-by-example. It may be noted that retrieving documents
by documents (i.e., long queries) may be considered as a simpler task than retrieving documents
by short queries. This is because long queries provide more context that may help better deﬁne the
topic of interest. The MEI system is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Our work demonstrates the use of a multi-scale paradigm for English–Chinese CL-SDR. The
paradigm leverages oﬀ of our knowledge about the linguistic and acoustic–phonetic properties
related to English and Mandarin. We unify multi-scale units for retrieval, and these units include
phrases, words as well as subwords (Chinese characters and syllables). Our multi-scale paradigm
aims to alleviate problems related to English–Chinese CL-SDR, such as
Multiplicity in translation: dictionary-based term-by-term translation may produce multiple
translation alternatives, or no translations, e.g., for proper names. The use of phrases can often
resolve translation ambiguity, e.g., ‘‘human rights’’ as a phrase has one translation; but ‘‘human’’ has about 30 translations, ‘‘rights’’ has about seven and together they form over 200
translation alternatives for ‘‘human rights’’. The use of phonetic translation can help address
the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem in translation, e.g., ‘‘Kosovo’’ becomes /ke suo fu/
), and its subword translation (pinyin transcription) can be utilized for SDR.
(
Open vocabulary in recognition: indexing spoken documents with word-based speech recognition is constrained to the recognizerÕs vocabulary. Out-of-vocabulary words cannot be indexed
by this method. Since Mandarin Chinese can be fully represented by about 400 base syllables or
6000 characters, 4 we can obtain full phonological/lexical coverage of the spoken documents
1
2
3
4

http://speechbot.research.compaq.com.
Source: Global Reach, 2000.
Mandarin is the oﬃcial Chinese dialect.
According to the GB-2312 character set.
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QUERIES

DOCUMENTS

English News Stories
(news from New York Times
or Associated Press)

Chinese News Stories
(audio from Voice of America
Mandarin radio broadcasts)

English-to-Chinese
dictionary-based
translation

Mandarin speech recognition
(multi-scale indexing with
words and subwords)

3

Multi-Scale Retrieval
Ranked according to a
similarity/relevance measure

Fig. 1. Overview of the English–Chinese cross-lingual spoken document retrieval system. In this task, the query is
formed from an entire English news story (text) from the New York Times or Associated Press. The spoken documents
are Mandarin news stories (audio) from Voice of America news broadcasts. Multi-scale retrieval of the spoken documents is evaluated based on the relevance of the ranked list of spoken documents retrieved for each query.

using syllables/characters for indexing.
Ambiguity in Chinese homophones: each Chinese character is pronounced as a single syllable, and
the character/syllable mapping is many-to-many. Hence, there are many Chinese homophones,
which can cause word-level confusions in SDR. For example, the bi-syllable word pronounced
(meaning ‘‘rich’’),
(meaning ‘‘negative number’’),
(‘‘complex
as /fu shu/ may be
(‘‘repeat’’). Homophones are often confused with one another during speech
number’’), or
recognition, and such errors aﬀect retrieval performance. The use of syllables provides a single
representation for all homophones and thus help improve retrieval recall. However, syllables
are phonological units and retrieval based on syllables cannot incorporate suﬃcient lexical information and this may lower retrieval precision. Referring to the example above, if the user is look, retrieval based on syllables alone cannot help but
ing for documents that contain the word
and
as well. Hence, our multi-scale pararetrieve other documents containing
digm maintains the use of words and characters in addition to syllables.
Ambiguity in Chinese word tokenization: the Chinese word contains one or more characters,
with no explicit word delimiter. Word tokenization has much ambiguity, which can cause
word-level mismatches between queries and documents in retrieval. Consider the following
character string with several plausible word segmentations:
(Meaning: It will take place tonight as usual.)
(Meaning: The evening banquet will take place as usual.)
(Meaning: If the evening banquet take place often.)
This problem of word tokenization ambiguity can be addressed by retrieving based on overlapping character n-grams. 5
5

The overlapping character bigrams of the above example is ‘‘

’’.
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Speech recognition errors: speech recognition output is imperfect. Errors may be caused by
OOV words (Woodland et al., 2000) or acoustic confusions among in-vocabulary words (especially with respect to homophones). It is believed that SDR based on syllables can improve robustness against recognition errors in retrieval by improving the recall when documents contain
recognition errors due to homophones.
As can be seen, our multi-scale paradigm involves the use of variable-sized units. English
phrases (e.g. ‘‘human rights’’, ‘‘guiding principles’’, etc.) are translated intact during the query
translation procedure in order to reduce translation ambiguity. The translated phrases to words in
Chinese are used in subsequent retrieval. It should be noted that there is no clear distinction
between phrases and words in Chinese. In addition to using words, we also use overlapping
character n-grams, where the overlap aims to handle tokenization ambiguity, and the n-gram
serves to capture some sequential (lexical) constraints. Since each character is pronounced as a
syllable in Chinese, overlapping character n-grams can be converted to overlapping syllable ngrams for retrieval. 6 As mentioned above, the use of syllables can handle the OOV problem in
recognition as well as ambiguity due to Chinese homophones. Characters and syllables are subword units for the Chinese language. Hence, our multi-scale approach uniﬁes phrases, words and
subwords for the English–Chinese cross-language SDR problem.

2. Previous work
CL-SDR is a relatively new research area, but is rapidly gaining momentum. One of the earliest
works was reported on retrieval of German spoken news documents with French text (Sheridan
and Ballerini, 1996), and the retrieval of Serbo-Croatian news broadcasts with English text
(Hauptmann et al., 1998). CL-SDR integrates speech recognition, machine translation and information retrieval technologies to accomplish the task. It merges two lines of research which
have evolved separately until recently. Hence, we can draw upon previous techniques used in (i)
cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR), which generally involves textual queries and documents, and closely couples machine translation with information retrieval technologies; and (ii)
spoken document retrieval (SDR), which generally involves textual queries and spoken documents, and closely couples speech recognition with information retrieval technologies. Both lines
of research have been driven by the TREC 7 evaluations in recent years.
We referenced techniques used in CLIR to cross the language barrier for retrieval. This includes
query translation, document translation, interlingual techniques and cognate matching (comparing the similarities between the spellings and pronunciations in order to match untranslatable
terms) (Oard and Diekema, 1998). Query translation is popular, because document translation
may be impractical for large and remote collections (Carbonell et al., 1997). The main resource for
query translation is the bilingual machine-readable dictionary (Oard and Diekema, 1998). Dictionary-based translation is hampered by out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words and ambiguities from
multiple translation alternatives. The OOV problem may be alleviated by the use of cognates. For

6
7

The overlapping syllable bigrams of the above example is ‘‘zhe-yi yi-wan wan-hui hui-ru ru-chang chang-ju ju-xing’’.
http://trec.nist.gov.
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example, Buckley et al. (1997) performed English–French CLIR simply by ‘‘spelling corrections’’,
since English and French share many cognates that have similar spellings. Davis (1996) used
syntactic information like part-of-speech to help resolve translation ambiguities. Ballesteros and
Croft (1998) found that it is desirable to identify phrases by parsing before translation. This is
because phrases may not have the compositional meaning of its constituent words, and phrase
translation is often more precise than term-by-term translation.
As regards spoken document retrieval, a popular approach (Garofolo et al., 2000) is to couple
word transcription using large-vocabulary speech recognition (LVCSR) with information retrieval techniques. However, word transcription inevitably encounters the open vocabulary
(OOV) problem in recognition (Woodland et al., 2000), especially when new words or proper
names appear in spoken audio. Subword transcription has been used to handle this problem,
where spoken documents may be indexed with phoneme n-grams (Ng, 2000; Wechsler and
Schauble, 1995) or phone lattices (Brown et al., 1996). Subwords can enhance recall by providing
complete phonological coverage of the spoken audio, thus circumventing the OOV problem.
Our current work on English–Mandarin CL-SDR marks an initial eﬀort in English–Chinese
CL-SDR. English newswire stories are translated into Chinese to query for topically related
Mandarin broadcast news stories. We used query translation for crossing the language barrier and
augmented word-based indexing with subword-based indexing for spoken document retrieval.

3. The TDT collection
We used the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) collection for this work. TDT is a DARPAsponsored program where participating sites tackle tasks such as identifying the ﬁrst time a story
is reported on a given topic; or grouping similar topics from audio and textual streams of
newswire data. In recent years, TDT has focused primarily on performing such tasks in both
English and Mandarin Chinese. The task that we tackle in the MEI project is not part of TDT,
because we are performing retrospective retrieval, which permits knowledge of the statistics for
the entire document collection. Nevertheless, the TDT collection serves as a valuable resource for
our work. The TDT multi-lingual collection includes English and Mandarin news text as well as
(audio) broadcast news. Most of the Mandarin audio data are transcribed by the Dragon automatic speech recognition system (Zhan et al., 1999). All news stories are exhaustively tagged with
event-based topic labels, which serves as the relevance judgements for performance evaluation of
our CL-SDR work. We used the TDT-2 corpus as our development test set, and TDT-3 as our
evaluation test set. Table 1 describes the content in these collections.

4. The multi-scale paradigm
This section describes our multi-scale paradigm in detail. It is divided into several subtasks –
query formulation, audio indexing and retrieval. As described earlier, we make use of phrases,
words, overlapping character n-grams and overlapping syllable n-grams in retrieval. We mainly
use subword bigrams since previous work (Kwok and Grunfeld, 1996; Wang, 2000; Meng et al.,
2000a) indicated that bigrams are most eﬀective (among the diﬀerent n-grams) for retrieval.
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Table 1
Statistics of TDT-2 and TDT-3 – our development and evaluation datasets
TDT-2 (Dev. set)

TDT-3 (Eval. set)

English news (New York Times or
Associated Press)

17 topics, variable no. of exemplars
(average length is 270 phrases)

56 topics, variable no. of exemplars
(average length is 543 phrases)

Mandarin audio news
(Voice of America)

2265 stories, 46.0 h

3371 stories, 98.4 h

The Mandarin audio documents have been transcribed by the Dragon automatic speech recognition system.

4.1. Multi-scale query formulation
4.1.1. Query term selection
In the MEI task, the query consists of an entire English news story. Such queries tend to be
long, and not all query terms are important for retrieval. The ﬁrst step in query formulation is to
select English terms from the query exemplar. 8 First we excluded all stopwords, based on the
English default stopword list used by the InQuery retrieval engine (Callan et al., 1992; Broglio et
al., 1994).
Then we ranked all of the terms in the exemplar and all the single word components of multiword units according to how well they distinguish the exemplar from a background model. This
model is formed from the terms of approximately 1000 temporally earlier documents in the
English collection from which the exemplars were drawn. We used a v2 test in a manner similar to
that used in Schuetze et al. (1995) to select these terms. Speciﬁcally, we apply a v2 test to a table
containing the number of relevant and non-relevant documents in which each term appears and
the number of relevant and non-relevant documents in which the term does not occur. We
compute the measure according to the equation:
2

v2 ¼

N  ðNr;þ  Nn;  Nr;  Nn;þ Þ
;
ðNr;þ þ Nr; ÞðNn;þ þ Nn; ÞðNr;þ þ Nnr;þ ÞðNr; þ Nn; Þ

ð1Þ

where N refers to the number of documents as characterized by the subscripts with the following
conditions: r is relevant, n is non-relevant, + means the current terms appears in the document,
and ) indicates that it does not. This value increases when terms are more strongly associated (or
disassociated) with a topic in contrast to those that appear with similar frequency in both relevant
and non-relevant documents. This statistic is symmetric, assigning equal value to terms that help
to recognize known relevant stories and those that help to reject the other contemporaneous
stories. We limited our choice to terms that were positively associated with the known relevant
training stories.
4.1.2. Query translation
Named entities in our English query exemplars have been tagged by the BBN Identiﬁnder
(Bikel et al., 1997) system. Examples of named entities include ‘‘U.N. Security Council’’, and
‘‘partners of Goldman, Sachs and Co.’’ Additional multi-word expressions (e.g. ‘‘human rights’’,
8

These may be multi-word units that are tagged with reference to our term list, as will be explained later.
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‘‘guiding principles’’, and ‘‘best interests’’) are identiﬁed by referring to our bilingual term list
(BTL). This list is formed by combining LDCÕs English–Chinese bilingual term list 9 with
translations extracted from the CETA (Chinese-English Translation Assistance) 10 dictionaries.
Our BTL covers 200,000 distinct English terms. Among these English terms, some have multiple
translations and there is a total of approximately 400,000 English-to-Chinese translation pairs. A
multi-word expression (from Identiﬁnder or our BTL) is treated as a ‘‘single term’’ in English term
selection and query formulation procedures.
We traverse the tagged English text exemplar and, for each identiﬁed term, if it is on the list of
selected terms, we translate it. This approach preserves term frequency information in the query.
Translation proceeds on the phrasal scale, word scale, as well as the subword scale. For tagged
named entities, we ﬁrst attempt to translate the entity as a single unit by lookup in our BTL. If the
named entity is not found, we translate the individual words one by one. For example, ‘‘security
council’’ is present in the bilingual term list and can be translated directly. ‘‘First Bank of Siam’’,
however, is not present and is translated word by word. All other terms are translated directly by
searching the bilingual term list. We also incorporated a stemming backoﬀ translation procedure
to maximize matching with the translation dictionary (Oard et al., 2001).
4.1.3. Named entity transliteration
Despite the use of an extensive BTL for phrasal and word-based translation, there will inevitably be untranslatable terms. These are often named entities (names of people, places, locations
and organizations), since we are dealing with a topically diverse domain. These untranslatable
named entities need to be salvaged since they tend to be important for retrieval. Chinese translations of foreign names often strive to attain phonetic similarity, though the mapping may be
inconsistent. For example, consider the translation of ‘‘Kosovo’’ – sampling Chinese newspapers
in China, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore produced the following translations:
/ke-suo-wo/,
(1)
/ke-suo-fo/,
(2)
/ke-suo-fu/,
(3)
/ke-suo-fu/, or
(4)
/ke-suo-fo/.
(5)
To this end, we have developed a technique for subword translation. This is another research
contribution in the MEI project. In designing the subword translation procedure, we applied our
knowledge in acoustic–phonetics and phonology related to both English and Chinese, we also
applied machine learning techniques and other techniques used in speech recognition. The aim of
subword translation is to transliterate named entities in the queries and represents them in the
phonetic space, and if the document collection is also indexed in the phonetic space, we can
perform matching in the phonetic space for retrieval. In this way, we salvage the use of named
entities that are otherwise untranslatable and cannot be used for retrieval. Details of this technique are described in Meng et al. (2001). We provide a succinct description in the following.

9

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu.
Licensed as Optilex by MRM Inc. 3910 Knowles Avenue, Kensington, MD 20895, USA.
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Named Entities (OOV)

Detect romanized
Chinese names
Non-Chinese names
Acquire English pronunciation, by:
1. pronunciation lexicon lookup,
or
2. automatic letter-to-phoneme
English phonemes,
e.g. /kk rr ih ss tt aa ff er/ are
generated for "Christopher"
Apply cross-lingual phonological
rules, e.g. syllable nuclei insertion
English phonemes,
e.g. /kk ax rr ih ss ax tt aa ff er/
Cross-lingual phonetic mapping:
English phonemes to Chinese phonemes
Chinese "phonemes",
e.g. /k e l i s i t uo f u/
Generate Chinese phoneme lattice
and syllable graph

Search syllable graph with syllable
bigram language model
Chinese syllable sequences,
N-best outputs (N=1),
e.g. /ji li si te fu/

Fig. 2. Overview of our subword translation process for handling untranslatable named entities in the query exemplars.

Fig. 2 presents an overview of the named entity transliteration process. We examine units in our
query exemplars that are tagged by the BBN Identiﬁnder system, and those absent from our
Bilingual Term List (BTL, i.e., translation dictionary) are processed by our transliteration system.
As shown in Fig. 2, subword translation begins by discriminating between Chinese names and
non-Chinese names. Chinese names are often represented in English by means of their syllable
pinyin transcription, e.g., ‘‘Diaoyutai’’ consists of the three syllables /diao/, /yu/ and /tai/. As
mentioned, there is a ﬁnite set of pinyin syllables, so identiﬁcation of Chinese names is accomplished by string matching, with reference to the syllable inventory. Non-Chinese names are
modeled as a single category, which is an over-generalization for the sake of simplicity. We attempt to look up the English pronunciation of the non-Chinese names. 11 Failing that, we generate the English pronunciation automatically from the spelling, using letter-to-sound rules

11

We used the pronunciation lexicon PRONLEX provided by the LDC.
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acquired by the transformation-based error-driving learning technique (Brill, 1995). For example,
we can generate the English phoneme pronunciation /kk rr ih ss tt aa ﬀ er/ from the spelling
‘‘Christopher’’ (see Fig. 2).
Since Chinese is a monosyllabic language, transliteration of names to Chinese syllables should
abide by a set of phonological rules. We have hand-designed a set of cross-lingual phonological
rules that partially transforms an English pronunciation into a Chinese pronunciation. The
transformation involves such processes as syllable nuclei insertion to separate consonant clusters.
This is followed by an automatic mapping of English phonemes to Chinese ‘‘phonemes’’, a
procedure we termed cross-lingual phonetic mapping (CLPM). This is also an automatic procedure in which we have applied the transformation-based error-driven learning technique. By this
time, our process has transformed the English phonemes into Chinese phonemes, e.g., /kk rr ih ss
tt aa ﬀ er/ is transformed into /k e l i s i t uo f u/ (see Fig. 2). This is essentially a phoneme
translation procedure. The technique of subword translation based on pronunciation lexicons has
previously been applied to English/Japanese and English/Arabic translation (Knight and Graehl,
1997; Stalls and Knight, 1998). Ours is one of the ﬁrst attempts in phoneme translation for English and Chinese and incorporating the automatic letter/phoneme generation technique.
In order to obtain name transliteration alternatives from this Chinese phoneme sequence, we
borrow ideas from lexical access in speech recognition. By expanding each Chinese phoneme into
its list of acoustically confusable counterparts, we obtain a Chinese phoneme lattice. Applying the
Chinese syllable constraints to the Chinese phoneme lattice produces a Chinese syllable lattice,
and searching the syllable lattice with a syllable bigram language model can produce N-best
hypotheses of Chinese syllable sequences. 12 These form the output of our names transliteration
procedure, e.g., /ji li si te fu/ (see Fig. 2). It is interesting to note that when we use character
bigrams in place of syllable bigrams, our transliteration algorithm can produce subword trans. In other words, the character bigrams can
lations in terms of character sequences, e.g.,
import lexical knowledge while searching through the syllable lattice and decode the lattice by
generating output character sequences. This means that English proper names can be automatically transliterated into Chinese. The transliterated names can be used for word-based and
character-based retrieval.
Fig. 3 shows some examples of the generated outputs of our cross-lingual phonetic mapping
procedure. As can be seen in Fig. 3, we are able to salvage some of the syllable bigrams which
partially index the named entity concerned.
For each bilingual name pair, the hypothesized syllable sequence is generated from the English
name spelling by our transliteration procedure. The reference syllable sequence is obtained by
pronunciation lexicon lookup based on the Chinese name characters.
4.1.4. Multi-scale query construction
The input to our query construction process is a bag of English query terms. Multi-scale query
construction integrates the translated phrases, named entities, individual translated words as well
as translated syllables. Hence, the output of our query construction process is a representation

12
We set N ¼ 1 for simplicity. We believe it will be worthwhile to investigate the incorporation of alternate machine
transliteration hypotheses as a future step.
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Fig. 3. Examples of generated outputs from our named entity transliteration process. This is an excerpt of a held-out
set of English names and their Chinese translations that are obtained from the web.

which includes Chinese words, subwords, or a mixture of both. Subwords refer to character ngrams (to capture sequential constraints) or syllable n-grams. This process is depicted in Fig. 4.
4.2. Multi-scale audio indexing
The Dragon large-vocabulary continuous speech recognizer (Zhan et al., 1999) provided
Chinese word transcriptions for our Mandarin audio collections (TDT-2 and TDT-3). Based on
these word transcriptions, we can use the same procedures as in query formulation to obtain
overlapping character bigrams and overlapping syllable bigrams from the word transcriptions.
Hence, we can index our audio on the word, character and syllable scales. To assess the performance level of the recognizer, we spot-checked a fraction of the TDT-2 test set (about 23 h) by
comparing the Dragon recognition hypotheses with the anchor scripts (treated as ground
truth), 13 and obtained error rates of 18.0% (word), 12.1% (character), and 7.9% (syllable). Spotchecking approximately 27 hours of the TDT-3 test set gave error rates of 19.1% (word); 13.0%
(character) and 8.6% (syllable). We feel that the Dragon recognizer has a respectable performance
level (Wang et al., 2001).
4.3. Multi-scale retrieval
We use the InQuery retrieval engine developed by the University of Massachusetts (Callan et
al., 1992). 14 InQuery uses a probabilistic belief network as the main data structure behind its
query language.
13

We treat the anchor script as ground truth for evaluating speech recognition performance. It should be noted that
the anchor scripts may not be equivalent to a verbatim transcription of the audio documents (which is unavailable).
However, we have tried to make the best use of the available resources in the TDT corpora.
14
We used InQuery with a trivial modiﬁcation to handle two-byte characters.
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Fig. 4. The process of multi-scale query construction in our system. The query representations at various stages of
processing may be used. The representations seek to integrate information from phrase-based translation, word-based
translation, subword translation and overlapping character/syllable n-grams which alleviates the problem of word
tokenization ambiguities. Transformation from characters to syllables references a Chinese pronunciation lexicon (the
LDC CALLHOME lexicon).

A key feature that we have employed is the ‘‘balanced query’’ mechanism (Leek et al., 2000; Levow
and Oard, 2000). Suppose we had a query given by E1 ; E2 ; . . . ; En , where Ei represent the English
query terms, and that E1 has three possible Chinese translations, C11 , C12 and C13 . With balanced
translation, the belief value for E1 in the Chinese document will be computed as the mean of the belief
values for C11 , C12 and C13 in that document. Repeating the same process for additional terms
produces a set of belief values for each English query term with respect to every Chinese document.
The InQuery #sum operator implements this computation, so a balanced translation of the query
would be represented as #sumð#sumðC11 ; C12 ; C13 Þ#sumðC21 ; C22 Þ    #sumðCn1 ; Cn2 ; Cn3 ÞÞ in InQuery, with the outer #sum operator being the typical way of combining belief values across query
terms and the inner #sum operators implementing balanced translation. Balanced translation
prevents a query term that has a disproportionate number of translations from dominating the
computing of the scores by which the ranked list of documents are sorted.
Our main strategy for multi-scale retrieval is as follows: retrieval proceeds for each scale (word,
characters and syllables) individually, and each scale produces its own retrieved list of documents,
ranked in decreasing order of retrieval status values. We can then combine these ranked lists into
a single ranked list by a linear combination of their respective scores. The weights used in linear
combination are selected based on empirical trials within the range of 0–1 at 0.1 intervals, and
running retrieval experiments with the development set (TDT-2). Such linear combination is term
loose coupling. An alternative strategy, tight coupling, integrates diﬀerent unit types into a hybrid
query/document representation, and then produces a single ranked list in retrieval. In our experiments, tight coupling gave signiﬁcantly lower performance than loose coupling. This is partly
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due to the constraint of the retrieval engine which does not permit easy reweighting of components of the document vectors. Hence, we are unable to tune for a better conﬁguration for tight
coupling. Comparison between loose and tight coupling is further investigated in Lo (2002).

5. Experiments
5.1. Evaluation criterion
In order to evaluate our retrieval performance, we use a variant of the non-interpolated mean
average precision as our evaluation metric.
We compute the non-interpolated mean average precision for a ranked list of retrieved documents. We proceed from the top downwards and calculate the precision for every relevant document retrieved. The average of all the precision values is the average precision for that particular
query. An average is then made across all queries in the batches for each of the topics. Taking
another average over all queries produce a single value as our evaluation metric. Eq. (2) summarizes the process
(
(
))
Mi
Ni
L
1X
1 X
1 X
k
;
ð2Þ
mean average precision ¼
L i¼1 Mi j¼1 Ni k¼1 rankijk
where mean average precision is across our batches of queries, L is the number of topics; Mi is a
sample of the exemplars for topic i; Ni is number of relevant documents for topic i; and rankijk is
the rank of the kth relevant document retrieved for exemplar j of topic i. In order to minimize
potential random eﬀect among diﬀerent topics, we used 17 topics (i.e., L ¼ 17) for evaluation. In
addition, we also used up to 12 exemplars (i.e., Mi ¼ 12) for each of the 17 topics whenever
available.
5.2. Tuning with the development test set
The TDT-2 collection was our development test set, which forms our basis for tuning free
parameters, e.g., the number of query terms to include, the number of translation alternative to
use, the linear combination weights used in our multi-scale retrieval strategy, etc. In addition, the
TDT-2 audio collection was also used in training the MEI recognizer to optimize its recognition
performance.
For our multi-scale query construction, we translated query terms (after stopword removal)
that are positively associated with the known relevant training documents. Translated terms are
then combined with a #sum operator to achieve balanced queries for retrieval. Based on a histogram of translations, it suggested that almost all terms had 50 or fewer translations. In order to
eliminate the extremity of outliers, we limited the maximum number of translations to 50. In
applying our subword translation technique, we took all tagged named entities from the TDT-2
collection and translated them at the subword level. We took the 200 most frequent translated
named entities to augment the queries in both the TDT-2 and TDT-3 runs. Hence, the development test set should have greater leverage based on subword translation.
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Table 2
Eﬀect of phrase-based translation in CL-SDR retrieval performance
Query translation method

Retrieval performance (mAP)

Relative improvement

Word-by-word translation
Augmented with phrase-based
translation

0.350
0.392

–
12% (statistically signiﬁcant)

Results are based on TDT-2 only.
Table 3
English–Chinese CL-SDR results for word-based retrieval, in comparison with retrieval based on overlapping character
bigrams

TDT-2 (dev. test)
TDT-3 (eval. test)

Word-based retrieval
(mAP)

Character bigrams
(mAP)

Syllable bigrams (mAP)

0.471
0.462

0.522
0.477

0.468
0.422

5.3. Experimental results
In the MEI project, we have investigated a variety of issues related to English–Chinese CLSDR. This paper focuses on the use of phrases in query translation, the merits of multi-scale
retrieval in comparison with word-based retrieval, and the use of subword translation to salvage
untranslatable named entities. Key results are presented in the following.
5.3.1. Phrase-based translation
Our investigation of phrase-based translation took place in an early phase on our project.
Phrases are ﬁrst identiﬁed from the English queries by a left-to-right greedy algorithm (maximum
matching). This ensures that compound words will have the proper translation whenever identiﬁed. For example, ‘‘Prime Minister’’ will be translated incorrectly if it is not considered as a
phrase. Purely word-based translation gave a retrieval performance of mean average precision
(mAP) ¼ 0.35 using the TDT-2 development set. The addition of phrase-based translation raised it
to 0.392. The 12% relative improvement was statistically signiﬁcant, based on a paired two-tailed t
test on the means across exemplars of each topic, with p < 0:05. These results are tabulated in
Table 2. Thereafter, we have always included phrase-based translation in our experiments.
5.3.2. Multi-scale retrieval
Overlapping character bigrams gave the best retrieval performance overall, and even outperformed words. The trend is consistent across our development and evaluation test sets. Results are
shown in Table 3.
The relative diﬀerence of 3.2% (w.r.t. TDT-3) is also statistically signiﬁcant, based on a paired twotailed t test with p < 0:05. This suggests that character bigrams may be eﬀective in ameliorating the
problem of word tokenization ambiguities. We also tried to loosely couple the retrieval lists based on
words and character bigrams, using weights optimized from TDT-2, and tested on TDT-3.
This gave a performance of mAP ¼ 0.482 on TDT-3, which is better than retrieval on each
scale alone and the improvement is statistically signiﬁcant ðp < 0:05Þ. Overlapping syllable
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Table 4
Investigation into the use of subword translation to salvage untranslatable named entities for CL-SDR
TDT-2 performance (mAP)

TDT-3 performance (mAP)

Words only
Words with subword translation

0.464
0.471

0.462
0.462

Character bigrams only
Character bigrams with subword
translation

0.514
0.522

0.475
0.477

bigrams performed below words – TDT-2 and TDT-3 results were at 0.468 and 0.422, respectively. 15
5.3.3. Subword translation
Subword translation improved retrieval performance across multiple unit types. We reference
the named entities that were tagged by Identiﬁnder but cannot be translated with our BTL, and
we extracted the 200 most frequent ones to be processed by subword translation. Results based on
the words and character bigrams (the two units giving the highest retrieval performance) are
shown in Table 4.
While such improvements were not statistically signiﬁcant, they were consistent across the
units. We expect that the beneﬁts of subword translation will be greater if the technique is used for
a greater number of (untranslatable) terms, or if we need to retrieve collections for which our
bilingual term list has lower coverage.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have described the Mandarin-English Information (MEI) project (Meng et al.,
2000b), where we developed one of the ﬁrst English–Chinese cross-language spoken document
retrieval systems. Our system accepts an entire English news story (text) as query, and retrieves
relevant Chinese broadcast news stories (audio) from the document collection. Hence, this is a
cross-language and cross-media retrieval task. This task uses long queries (entire documents) from
a vast collection. This may be considered as a simpler task than retrieval using short queries
because long queries provide more context that help better deﬁne the topic of interest. Hence,
special processing steps in query formulation aim to extract pertinent information for retrieval.
We applied a multi-scale approach to our problem, which uniﬁes the use of phrases, words as well
as subword in retrieval. The English queries are translated into Chinese by means of a dictionarybased approach, where we have integrated phrase-based translation with word-by-word translation. Untranslatable named entities are transliterated by a novel subword translation technique.
This can automatically generate a Chinese pinyin representation that sounds similar to the nameÕs
original pronunciation. The multi-scale approach can be divided into three subtasks – multi-scale
15

Syllables present a compact inventory of units (400 in total) with full phonological coverage for Mandarin.
Homophones have identical indices in terms of syllables. The use of syllables tends to improve recall-robustness but
degrade precision-robustness in retrieval performance.
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query formulation, multi-scale audio indexing and multi-scale retrieval. We experimented with the
TDT collections, which have English newswire from New York Times and Associated Press, and
Mandarin Chinese radio news broadcasts from Voice of America. The radio news is transcribed
by DragonÕs large-vocabulary continuous speech recognizer.
Experimental results show that augmenting word-by-word query translation with phrase-based
translation brought statistically signiﬁcant improvements in retrieval performance. Overlapping
character bigrams gave the best retrieval results overall, and outperformed words. Words, in turn,
performed better than overlapping syllable bigrams. Using both words and character bigrams
together (by loose coupling) gave better retrieval performance than each alone. In addition, both
word-based retrieval and character-based retrieval beneﬁt from the use of subword translation to
salvage untranslatable named entities. These results suggest that our multi-scale approach is
promising and applicable to the English–Chinese CL-SDR task. It should also be possible to
leverage oﬀ of our experience in a translingual setting, which involves SDR across other language
pairs.
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